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Abstract
We consider low energy processes described by the N = 2 supercurrent on its partially (to N =
1) and spontaneously broken vacuum and the attendant Nambu-Goldstone fermion (NGF),
which the presence of the electric and magnetic Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) terms is responsible for.
We show suppressions of amplitudes decaying into the NGF as its momentum becomes small.
In the lagrangian realization (namely, the model of arXiv:hep-th/0409060) of the conserved
supercurrent, the NGF resides in the overall U(1), which is nonetheless not decoupled, and
interacts with the SU(N) sector through nonderivative as well as derivative couplings. The low
energy suppression is instead accomplished by a cancellation between the annihilation diagram
from the Yukawa couplings and the contact four-Fermi terms. We give a complete form of the
supercurrent and the model is recast in more transparent notation.
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1 Introduction
Notion of spontaneously broken symmetry [1, 2] and the current algebras of sixties [3] had
successes in investigating some of the low energy properties of hadrons. A basic argument
starts from stating that the diagrams representing the hadronic matrix elements of the conserved
current fall into two categories - the one in which the current couples a nearly on-shell massless
Nambu-Goldstone pion that propagates before it interacts with initial and final hadrons and the
other in which the current couples directly to the hadrons. There is no candidate excitation to
produce a singularity in the latter category. The conservation law then forces the residue of the
pion pole at the first category to vanish at zero momentum, which in turn implies that emission
amplitudes of the pion vanish at zero momentum. The same logic can be applied to the case of
spontaneously broken N = 1 supersymmetry and emission amplitudes of the Nambu-Goldstone
fermion (NGF). As was shown by de Wit-Freedman and Bardeen [4, 5, 6], this argument and
the observed β decay spectrum precluded the idea of the NGF being neutrino. (See also [7] for
recent work on the Nambu-Goldstone boson low energy theorems in N = 8 supergravity.)
Turning our attention to extended supersymmetry, it is in fact straightforward to generalize
the above argument to the case in which N = 2 supersymmetry is partially and spontaneously
broken to N = 1. It has been known for a long time that partial breaking of N = 2 super-
symmetry to N = 1 is accomplished by the simultaneous presence of the electric and magnetic
Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) terms [8]. The lagrangian realization with a nonabelian U(N) gauge group
has been given for some time [9, 10, 11]. See [12] for related topics. Changing the strength of
the FI terms, we are able to interpolate [13, 14, 15] between N = 2 super-Yang Mills and N = 1
super-Yang Mills with a superpotential consisting of a chiral multiplet in the adjoint represen-
tation. The corresponding interpolation of the low energy effective action (LEEA) offers an
interesting arena for the study of the exact determination of the LEEA [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]
and the integrable systems [22]. Several pieces of work along this direction have already ap-
peared [13, 23, 14, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. (For closely related works, see [29, 30, 31, 32].) Matter
hypermultiplets in the bi-fundamental representation have been included in the work of [33].
Albeit being nonchiral, these, combined with several well-known mechanisms that break N = 1
supersymmetry, permit semi-realistic considerations beyond the standard model [34]. In fact,
there are already some phenomenological works on N = 2 supersymmetric models which are
relevant in ten TEV energy scale [35]: partial breaking of N = 2 supersymmetry provides an
interesting prospect to physics issues at LHC.
In models with rigidN = 2 supersymmetry realized on the partially broken vacua, a massless
NGF is predicted while, in local models, the NGF is absorbed into a massive gravitino by the
super-Higgs mechanism. In N = 2 supersymmetry, the rigid models and the local models live
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in different Kahler geometries (special Kahler v.s. quaternionic Kahler) [36]. For prescription
of partial breaking of local N = 2 supersymmetry, see [37]. In general, models with the FI
terms are known to be hard to couple to gravity. For a recent discussion, see [38]. In this paper,
we have in mind the rigid realization of partially broken N = 2 supersymmetry.
There is apparently, however, a puzzling situation which we encounter with regard to some
properties of the model and suppression of zero momentum emission amplitudes of the NGF
derived from the conserved supercurrent on the broken vacuum. The overall U(1) sector,
which the NGF and its superpartner (dark photon) resides in and which drives the breaking
of N = 2 to N = 1, is successfully coupled to the SU(N) sector. The mass spectrum of the
model consists of three types of N = 1 supermultiplet belonging to the gauge group U(N)
broken by the Higgs mechanism to a variety of product gauge groups [10]. We show explicitly
in this paper the presence of non-derivative Yukawa couplings that involve the NGF. It is
an interesting question to address how this counterintuitive structure is compatible with the
consequences derived from the low energy theorem. Answering this demystifies the situation.
In the next section, we take the point of view of the algebra of currents to consider matrix
elements of the N = 2 supercurrent that couples to the NGF. The low energy theorem is given
that attendant multiparticle amplitudes emitting the NGF (by the factorization of the pole)
are suppressed as its momentum becomes small under the assumption that there is no other
source of singularity in the limit. Actually a major source of the potential singularities is the
mass degeneracy of the spectrum and one may be afraid in principle that unbroken N = 1
supermultiplets may realize this possibility. In order to examine the validity of the assumption,
we derive an explicit form of the supercurrent from the model we discuss in the subsequent
section. We are able to argue that the singularity due to the degeneracy does not appear by
the insertion of the component of the N = 2 supercurrent that couples to the NGF. In section
3, we recall a lagrangian realization of the current algebra, which is the model of [9] already
mentioned. After recalling several properties given in [10, 26], we derive interaction vertices
of the NGF. Among other things, we point out the presence of NGF-gaugino-scalar Yukawa
couplings which do not disappear even at zero momentum transfer to the NGF. In section 4, we
consider an emission amplitude of the NGF directly from tree diagrams of the model, taking the
simplest case. We show that the suppression at zero momentum is realized by the cancellation
between the s-channel annihilation diagram and the four-fermi terms.
In Appendix A, we give the component lagrangian of the model in the new notation as com-
pared with [9]. In Appendix B, we give the transformation law of the extended supersymmetry.
In Appendix C, we review the low energy theorem associated with spontaneously broken N = 1
supersymmetry. We adopt the notation of [39].
2
2 Low energy theorem associated with conserved N = 2
supercurrent
2.1 Low energy suppression of processes with NGF emission
Let us consider matrix elements of theN = 2 supercurrent (S(1)µ,S(2)µ). As will be explained in
subsection 3.2, we focus on the vacua where the second N = 1 supersymmetry corresponding to
S(2)µ is broken for simplicity. In this choice, the NGF is coupled to S(2)µ. It is straightforward
to apply the analysis in the subsequent sections to the theory on the vacua where the first
N = 1 supersymmetry is broken.
We consider the Fourier transform (F.T.) of the matrix element of S(2)µ is
F.T.〈pf ; · · · |S(2)µ|pi; · · ·〉(q), q = pi − pf . (2.1)
We have here adopted the majorana notation for the supercurrent:
S(2)µ = (S(2)µα , S¯α˙(2)µ)t . (2.2)
The explicit form of the supercurrent will be given below. For definiteness, the initial state is
taken to be a multiparticle bosonic state with a set of momenta pi while the final state to be a
fermionic one with pf . We have suppressed the spinor indices.
The decomposition of this quantity after considering the on-shell condition should go as
F.T.〈pf ; · · · |S(2)µ|pi; · · ·〉(q) = qµF (q2, · · ·) +Rµ(q2, · · ·) . (2.3)
In the special case where the initial state is a scalar and the final state is a spinor, this reads
F.T.〈pf ; · · · |S(2)µ|pi; · · ·〉(q) = qµA1(q2, · · ·)
(
U¯f(pf )C
)t
+ A2(q
2, · · ·) (U¯f (pf)γµC)t . (2.4)
Here the spinor U¯f(pf ) are the final state wave functions. Imposing current conservation and
noting that there is no singularity contributing to Rµ or A2 in the limit q → 0, we obtain
lim
qµ→0
q2F (q2, · · ·) = 0 . (2.5)
The residue of 1
q2
in F or A1 is 〈fλNGF|i〉 up to the numerical factor. The emission amplitude
of the NGF is suppressed as qµ vanishes.
The above simple argument is based on the assumption that there is no other singularity in
this limit and its validity needs to be examined. In fact, in the Fayet model of broken N = 1
supersymmetry [40], there exists a two-point coupling of photon and the NGF introduced by the
insertion of the supercurrent [4]. The simultaneous emission amplitude of the NGF and photon
is not suppressed as qµ → 0. More generally, the emission amplitude at zero momentum transfer
will not be suppressed if there is a term consisting of two fields whose masses are degenerate.
These are briefly illustrated in appendix C.
3
2.2 N = 2 supercurrent and its matrix elements
In order to settle down the issue raised in the last subsection, it is preferable to have an
explicit form of the supercurrent. Let us exploit the one derived from the lagrangian realization
discussed in later sections.
The Noether currents associated with the first N = 1 supersymmetry and the second one
are respectively
η1S(1)µ=
√
2gabη1σ
ν σ¯µψaDνφ¯b + i
2
gabη1σ
ρσ¯νσµλ¯aF bνρ − 2i
√
N(e¯δ0a +mF¯0a)η1σµψ¯a
− i
2
gabf
b
cdη1σ
µλ¯aφ¯cφd − 1
2
√
2
Fabcη1ψa(ψbσµψ¯c)− 1
2
√
2
F¯abcη1σµψ¯a(λbλ¯c) (2.6)
and
η2S(2)µ=−
√
2gabη2σ
ν σ¯µλaDνφ¯b + i
2
gabη2σ
ρσ¯νσµψ¯aF bνρ + 2i
√
N(eδ0a +mF¯0a)η2σµλ¯a
− i
2
gabf
b
cdη2σ
µψ¯aφ¯cφd +
1
2
√
2
Fabcη2λa(λbσµλ¯c) + 1
2
√
2
F¯abcη2σµλ¯a(ψbψ¯c). (2.7)
The terms in S(2)µ relevant to our present discussion are−√2gabη2σν σ¯µλa∂ν φ¯b, i2gabη2σ[ρσ¯ν]σµψ¯a∂νAbρ
and 2i
√
Nm〈F¯0ab〉φ¯bη2σµλ¯a. All of these terms contain one massless field and one massive field.
None of them contains any mass degeneracy. The singularity is not introduced by the mass
degeneracy. We have not thoroughly investigated the consequences derived from the last two
terms of (2.7) which crate three-point couplings.
3 Lagrangian realization of partially and spontaneously
broken N = 2 supersymmetry
3.1 The model and the transformation law
We first recast the lagrangian of the U(N) gauge model with partially and spontaneously broken
N = 2 supersymmetry of [9, 10] in more transparent notation:
LU(N) = Im
[∫
d4θTrΦ¯eadV
∂F(Φ)
∂Φ
+
∫
d2θ
1
2
∂2F(Φ)
∂Φa∂Φb
WαaWbα
]
+
(∫
d2θW (Φ) + c.c.
)
,(3.1)
where the superpotential is
W (Φ) = Tr
(
2eΦ +m
∂F(Φ)
∂Φ
)
. (3.2)
In this notation, the electric Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter e is complex while the magnetic one
m is real. Both terms are vectors under SU(2)R. An apparent difference from the original
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notation of [8, 11] just translates into a different way of fixing this rigid SU(2)R rotation. In
terms of U(N) generators ta, a = 0, . . . , N
2−1, (a = 0 refers to the overall U(1) generator)1, the
superfield Ψ = {V,Φ} is expanded as Ψ = Ψata. In what follows, we will denote the derivatives
of F (Φ) with respect to Φa,Φb, . . . by Fab.... The lagrangian in the component fields is explicitly
written in appendix A.
This lagrangian is invariant under N = 2 supersymmetry. Invariance under N = 1 super-
symmetry is manifest: δ(1)L = 0. Another N = 1 supersymmetry distinct from this one is
obtained by exploiting the discrete transformation R which acts on the doublet of fermions:
R
(
λa
ψa
)
R−1 =
(
ψa
−λa
)
. (3.3)
As is explained in the appendix of [9], we define the second supersymmetry by
δ
(2,Im e)
θ ≡ Rδ(1,− Im e)θ R−1, (3.4)
taking the sign flip of Im e at the action into account. The invariance of the action S(Im e)
under this second supersymmetry follows from that of the first one:
δ
(2,Im e)
θ S(Im e) = Rδ
(1,− Im e)
θ R
−1RS(− Im e)R−1 = Rδ(1,− Im e)θ S(− Im e)R−1 = 0 . (3.5)
We have collected the supersymmetry transformation constructed by eq. (3.4) in appendix
B. In particular, the supersymmetry transformation acting on the doublet of fermions (B.4) is
δ
(
λa
ψa
)
=F aµνσ
µν
(
η1
η2
)
− i
√
2σµ
(
η¯2
−η¯1
)
Dµφa − i
2
gabDb
(
η1
η2
)
+2
√
Ngab
(
0 eδ0b +mF¯0b
−(e¯δ0b +mF¯0b) 0
)(
η1
η2
)
+
√
2i
4
gab
(
−(Fbcdψcλd + F¯bcdψ¯cλ¯d),Fbcdλcλd − F¯bcdψ¯cψ¯d
−(Fbcdψcψd − F¯bcdλ¯cλ¯d),Fbcdψcλd + F¯bcdψ¯cλ¯d
)(
η1
η2
)
, (3.6)
where δΨ = δ(1)Ψ+ δ(2)Ψ.
3.2 Some properties of the classical vacua and the mass spectrum
In the following, we will analyze the prototypical case of a single trace prepotential of degree
n + 2:
F(Φ) =
n∑
k=0
g˜k
(k + 2)!
TrΦk+2 . (3.7)
1 We normalize the generators as Tr(tatb) = δab/2. In this normalization, the U(1) generator becomes
t0 =
1√
2N
1N×N .
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With this choice, the superpotential becomes essentially that considered in [18, 19, 20, 21]:
W (Φ) = Tr
(
2eΦ +m
n∑
k=0
g˜k
(k + 1)!
Φk+1
)
. (3.8)
Let us consider the classical vacua of the model, which preserve N = 1 supersymmetry. We
analyze the scalar potential of this theory (A.15):
V = gab
(
1
8
DaDb + ∂aW∂bW
)
, (3.9)
where Da = −igabf bcdφ¯cφd. The vacuum condition is
∂aV =− 1
2i
gbdFadegec(eδ0b +mF¯0b)(e¯δ0c +mF¯0c) = 0. (3.10)
Note that we are considering the vacua 〈φr〉 = 0 where Da term vanishes. We have decom-
posed the gauge index a into a = (i, r), where i and r label the Cartan and non-Cartan parts
respectively. In order to analyze the above conditions, we introduce another basis such that
the elements of the Cartan subalgebra are (ti)
k
j = δ
k
i δ
i
j (i = 1, . . . , N) [10]. In this basis, the
vacuum conditions are simply written as
〈Fiii(gii)2(2e+mF¯ii)(2e¯+mF¯ii)〉 = 0, i not summed, (3.11)
for each i. As 〈Fiii〉 = 0 or 〈gii〉 = 0 corresponds to unstable vacua, the above condition reduces
to 〈(2e+mF¯ii)(2e¯+mF¯ii)〉 = 0 for each i. As the parameter e is complex, we have to choose
〈Fii〉 = −2e
m
or − 2e¯
m
, (3.12)
for each i.
Taking this into account, the possible N = 1 supersymmetric vacua are as follows. In the
case with Im e
m
< 0, we have two possibilities. The first one is where 〈Fii〉 = −2em for all i. (In
the original bases, m〈F00〉 = −e.) These vacua are just obtained from the F-term equation:
these vacua preserve the N = 1 supersymmetry which is manifest in the Lagrangian (3.1). The
vacuum expectation value of F determines the vacuum value of the scalar field. As a result,
the gauge symmetry is broken in general into U(N)→∏ni=1 U(Ni). As can be seen from (3.6),
the NGF associated with the partial supersymmetry breaking is λ0 residing in the overall U(1)
part.
While we do not treat in this paper, there is another possibility that 〈Fii〉 = −2e¯m for all i.
(In the original bases, 〈F00〉 = − e¯m). In contrast to the first vacua, these vacua preserve another
N = 1 supersymmetry, as analyzed in [10]. Actually, we can see from (3.6) that the NGF is ψ0
6
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Figure 1: The mass spectrum.
and the first N = 1 supersymmetry is broken. Note that 〈gii〉 are all negative in these vacua.
Although this leads to the negative kinetic energy, it has been argued in [24, 26] that there
exists a well-defined description. In the case with Im e
m
> 0, the situation is the opposite to that
of the above [10, 26].
Let us now turn to the discussion of the mass spectrum of the model. The mass spectrum
was derived in [10] and we here briefly recall some of the qualitative features. There are three
types of unbroken N = 1 multiplets which we refer to as type A, type B and type C and are
depicted in Fig. 1. Type A supermultiplet is massless and consists of two polarization states
of helicity 1/2 and 1 and their CPT conjugate. The NG supermultiplet lies in the overall
U(1). Type B supermultiplet consists of massive states of spin (z component) 1/2, −1/2 and
two of spin zero. This supermultiplet receives the mass of |√2Nm〈gααF0αα〉| through the
third prepotential derivatives, which is our characteristic mass generation mechanism. We have
defined the indices as α = {i, r|[tr, 〈φ〉] = 0}. (r label the non-Cartan generators corresponding
to the unbroken gauge symmetry. The corresponding generators tr can be written as E
±
ij with
〈φi〉 = 〈φj〉. Here E+ij = 12(Eij+Eji) and E−ij = − i2(Eij−Eji). Eij has the nonvanishing entry 1
at the (i, j) element only.) It is a salient feature of the model that mass is naturally supplied to
the scalar this way. The scalar of this kind has received attention recently and is called s-gluon
in some of the phenomenological researches [35]. Type C supermultiplet consists of a set of
polarization states of spin (0, 1/2, 1/2, 1) and its CPT conjugate. This supermultiplet receives
its mass through the Higgs mechanism.
3.3 Nondecoupling of U(1) from SU(N) and NGF-related vertices
In this section, we will see that the overall U(1) gauge part (in which the NGF resides) does
not decouple from the other part in the lagrangian. To see this we concentrate on the Yukawa
interaction terms.
As in appendix A, the Yukawa couplings are contained in Lmass (A.17) and Lkin (A.14). Let
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us write them down for convenience:
Lmass=−
√
2N
2
mF0abψaψb − i
√
2N
4
gab(eδ0a +mF0a)Fbcdψcψd (3.13)
−i
√
2N
4
gab(e¯δ0a +mF¯0a)Fbcdλcλd +
1√
2
gabf
b
cdφ¯
dλcψa − 1
4
√
2
fabcφ¯
bφcFadeψdλe + c.c.,
Lkin=−1
2
FabλaσµDµλ¯b − i
2
gabψ
aσµDµψ¯b + c.c.+ . . . , (3.14)
where we have substituted the explicit form of the superpotential (3.8) into (A.17).
Let us consider the model on the vacua with partially and spontaneously broken supersym-
metry. We expand the scalar fields around the vacuum expectation values as
φa = 〈φa〉+ φ˜a. (3.15)
We expand the prepotential and other quantities, e.g., Fabc = 〈Fabc〉 + 〈Fabcd〉φ˜d + . . . in the
fluctuation field φ˜,
Let us list the Yukawa couplings obtained from Lmass (3.13). From the first and second
terms, the ψψφ vertices are
√
2N
4
m〈−2iF0abc + gdeFabeF0cd〉φ˜cψaψb. (3.16)
Note that we have included i factor in front of the interaction lagrangian. The λλφ¯ vertices are
calculated from the third term of (3.13):
√
2N
4
m〈gdeFabeF¯0cd〉¯˜φ
c
λaλb. (3.17)
From the last two terms, we obtain the λψφ (λψφ¯) vertices
1
4
√
2
〈2f bcdFabeφ¯d − f bdeFabcφ¯d〉φ˜eλcψa
+
1
4
√
2
〈4if bcegab − 2f bcdF¯abeφ¯d − f bedFabcφd〉¯˜φ
e
λcψa. (3.18)
There are also derivative coupling terms obtained from Lkin (3.14). The Feynman rules are
illustrated in Fig. 2 and 3. The propagator of the massless λ fermions and that of massive ψ
fermions are denoted by a single line and a double solid line respectively. The scalar propagator
is drawn by a broken line.
Next, we focus on the Yukawa coupling involving one NGF. Such couplings can be obtained
from λλφ and ψλφ vertices in Lmass. From (3.17), it can be easily seen that the coupling of the
NGF and the SU(N) fermions are indeed nonvanishing:
√
2N
4
m〈gdeF0beF¯0cd〉¯˜φ
c
λ0λb =
√
2N
4
m
∑
α
〈gαα|F0αα|2〉φ˜αλ0λα. (3.19)
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Figure 2: Feynman propagators for the massless and massive fermions and the scalar. That of type
A massless fermions, i.e., λa is drawn by a single solid line while that of type B massive fermions, i.e.,
ψa is drawn by a double solid lines. A scalar propagator is drawn by a broken line.
Figure 3: A Feynman rule for three-point vertices corresponding to (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18).
Note that we have used 〈F0µν〉 = 0 [10], where µ label the broken non-Cartan generators. Eq.
(3.19) means that the Yukawa coupling of the NGF with the fermions belonging to the unbroken
generators does exist. The existence of the nonderivative Yukawa coupling that involves the
NGF and that is supported by the third prepotential derivatives is remarkable.
The coupling coming from (3.18) vanishes because f 0ab = 0 and f
r
ab〈φa〉 = 0 which follows
from [tr, 〈φ〉] = 0. There are also derivative couplings due to Lkin.
4 Low energy suppression of NGF emission by direct
computation
In this section, we check the validity of the low energy theorem stated in section 2 by direct
computation of tree Feynman diagrams obtained from the lagrangian. According to our dis-
cussion of the U(1) nondecoupling and the presence of nonderivative couplings of the NGF and
the SU(N) sector, the low energy suppression of processes having the emission of the NGF
together with massless as well as massive particles in the final state is by no means obvious.
We will exhibit a cancellation mechanism shortly.
For simplicity and illustrative purposes, we take as an initial state two massive fermions of
type B with momentum pa and pb. In the final state, we consider the case in which the NGF
with momentum p0 and massless fermion (gaugino) of type A with momentum pα are present.
We limit ourselves to this case, namely, ψaψb → λ0λα scattering in this paper, as in Fig.4.
The nonvanishing possibilities are (a, b) = (α, 0). As for the diagram of t-channel scalar
exchange, the relevant interaction vertex can in principle be obtained from (3.18). But, as
9
Figure 4: ψ0ψα → λ0λα tree diagrams.
explained in subsection 3.3, it vanishes for the NGF as the piece of the structure constant is
zero in which overall U(1) is involved.
In order to discuss the diagram of s-channel annihilation, it is more transparent to ex-
tract the appropriate effective (ψψ)(λλ) vertex with one scalar contraction from 1
2
(
i
∫ Lmass)2.
Rescaling the fluctuation field as φ˜a =
√
gaaφacan, we obtain
1
16
(
√
2Nm)2〈gabF¯0be
√
geeFacd〉〈ghiF0hf
√
gffFijk − 2iF0hif
√
gff〉 (4.1)
×
∫
d4x1d
4x2〈φ∗ecan(x1)φfcan(x2)〉(λcλd)(x1)(ψjψk)(x2) .
Note that
F.T.
(〈φ∗ecan(x1)φfcan(x2)〉) (p0, pα) = −iδefm2α − (p0 + pα)2 (4.2)
as well as
m2α = 2Nm
2〈gαα〉2〈F0αα〉〈F¯0αα〉 . (4.3)
In the limit of p0 → 0, the propagator is −im2
α
, and the contribution to the ψaψb → λ0λα scattering
amplitude from eq. (4.1) is
− 1
8
〈F00αα〉 − i
16
〈gαα〉〈F0αα〉2 . (4.4)
The presence of this alone is against the low energy theorem and is in fact saved by the presence
of the appropriate four-Fermi interactions in (A.18). Their contributions are
1
8
〈F00αα〉+ i
16
〈gαα〉(〈F0αα〉)2 , (4.5)
exactly cancelling eq. (4.4).
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Appendix
A The component Lagrangian
In this appendix, we consider the lagrangian of N = 2 supersymmetric U(N) gauge theory
with the electric and magnetic FI terms in terms of the component fields. We use convention of
[39]. In particular, we use the metric ηµν = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1) and the Levi-Civita symbol
ǫ0123 = +1 and ǫ
0123 = −1.
The lagrangian (3.1) can be divided into the following parts:
L = LKahler + Lgauge +
[∫
d2θW + c.c.
]
, (A.1)
where
LKahler= Im
[∫
d4θTrΦ¯eadV
∂F(Φ)
∂Φ
]
,
Lgauge= Im
[∫
d2θ
1
2
FabWαaWbα
]
, (A.2)
We have chosen the common function F in Ka¨hler, gauge kinetic and superpotential terms such
that the lagrangian is invariant under the discrete R transformation (3.3).
In components, as can be seen in appendix of [14], LKahler is the same as LK + LΓ in the
original lagrangian of [9], which is
LKahler= gabDµφaDµφ¯b − i
2
gabψ
aσµD′µψ¯b +
i
2
gabD′µψaσµψ¯b + gabF aF¯ b
−1
2
gab,c¯F
aψ¯bψ¯c − 1
2
gbc,aF¯
cψaψb +
1√
2
gab(λ
cψak∗c
b + λ¯cψ¯bkc
a) +
1
2
DaDa , (A.3)
where gab is the Ka¨hler metric and its derivatives are defined as gab,c ≡ ∂gab/∂φc and gab,c¯ ≡
∂gab/∂φ¯
c. The covariant derivatives are defined as
Dµφa= ∂µφa − 1
2
Abµkb
a, (A.4)
D′µψa=Dµψa + Γabc(Dµφb)ψc, (A.5)
Dµψa= ∂µψa − 1
2
Abµ∂ckb
aψc , (A.6)
where Γabc = g
adgbd,c. Also, the Killing vector and the Killing potential are given by
ka= k
b
a∂b, k
b
a = −igbc∂¯cDa,
Da=−1
2
(Fbf bacφ¯c + F¯bf bacφc), (A.7)
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which satisfies [9]
kcb∂cΦ
a = fabcΦ
c, kcb∂cFa = −fabcFa. (A.8)
By using the second equation of (A.8): Fbf bac = kdc∂dFa = Fadf dceφe, the Killing potential (A.7)
can be written as
Da = −1
2
f bcdφ¯
cφd(Fab − F¯ab) = −igabf bcdφ¯cφd. (A.9)
The gauge part Lgauge is, in components,
Lgauge=−1
2
FabλaσµDµλ¯b − 1
2
F¯abDµλaσµλ¯b − 1
4
gabF
a
µνF
bµν − 1
8
(ReF)abǫµνρσF aµνF bρσ
−
√
2i
8
(Fabcψcσν σ¯µλa − F¯abcλ¯aσ¯µσνψ¯c)F bµν
+
1
2
gabD
aDb +
√
2
4
(Fabcψcλa + F¯abcψ¯cλ¯a)Db + i
4
FabcF cλaλb − i
4
F¯abcF¯ cλ¯aλ¯b
− i
8
Fabcdψcψdλaλb + i
8
F¯abcdψ¯cψ¯dλ¯aλ¯b, (A.10)
where the field strength is F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ − 12fabcAbµAcν . Finally, the superpotential can be
written as ∫
d2θW (Φ) + c.c.=F a∂aW − 1
2
∂a∂bWψ
aψb + c.c.. (A.11)
Let us exhibit the on-shell Lagrangian. Eq. of motion with respect to the auxiliary fields
Da and F a are
Da=−1
2
gabDb − 1
2
√
2
gab
(Fbcdψdλc + F¯bcdψ¯dλ¯c) ,
F a=−gab∂bW − i
4
gab
(Fbcdψcψd − F¯bcdλ¯cλ¯d) , (A.12)
where gab are defined by gabg
bc = δca. After eliminating the auxiliary fields, the lagrangian L
reduces to the following on-shell Lagrangian:
Lon−shell=Lkin + Lpot + LPauli + Lmass + Lfermi4, (A.13)
where
Lkin= gabDµφaDµφ¯b − 1
4
gabF
a
µνF
bµν − 1
8
(ReF)abǫµνρσF aµνF bρσ (A.14)
−1
2
FabλaσµDµλ¯b − 1
2
F¯abDµλaσµλ¯b − i
2
gabψ
aσµDµψ¯b + i
2
gabDµψaσµψ¯b,
Lpot=−1
8
gabDaDb − gab∂aW∂bW = −V, (A.15)
12
LPauli=− i
4
√
2
Fabcψcσν σ¯µλaF bµν +
i
4
√
2
F¯abcλ¯aσ¯µσνψ¯cF bµν , (A.16)
Lmass=−1
2
∂a∂bWψ
aψb − i
4
gab∂aW
(Fbcdψcψd − F¯bcdλ¯cλ¯d)
−1
2
∂a∂bWψ¯
aψ¯b − i
4
gab∂aW
(Fbcdλcλd − F¯bcdψ¯cψ¯d)
+
1√
2
gab
(
λ¯cψ¯bkc
a + λcψak∗c
b
)− 1
4
√
2
gabDa
(Fbcdψdλc + F¯bcdψ¯dλ¯c) , (A.17)
Lfermi4 =− i
8
Fabcdψaψbλcλd + i
8
F¯abcdψ¯aψ¯bλ¯cλ¯d
− 1
16
gab
(Facdψdλc + F¯acdψ¯dλ¯c) (Fbefψfλe + F¯bef ψ¯f λ¯e)
+
1
16
gab
(Facdλcλd − F¯acdψ¯cψ¯d) (Fbefψeψf − F¯bef λ¯eλ¯f) . (A.18)
In (A.15), we have used that Dag
abδ0b = −if 0abφ¯aφb = 0, following from (A.9).
B Supersymmetry transformation law
We consider supersymmetry transformation laws in this subsection. The first and second N = 1
supersymmetry transformation laws of the scalar and the fermions are (see [39]):
δη1φ
a=
√
2η1ψ
a,
δη1ψ
a= i
√
2σµη¯1Dµφa +
√
2η1F
a,
δη1λ
a= σµνη1F
a
µν + iη1D
a,
δη1A
a
µ=−iη1σµλ¯a + iλaσµη¯1, (B.1)
and
δη2φ
a=−
√
2η2λ
a,
δη2λ
a=−i
√
2σµη¯2Dµφa −
√
2η2F˜
a,
δη2ψ
a=σµνη2F
a
µν + iη2D˜
a,
δη2A
a
µ=−iη2σµψ¯a + iψaσµη¯2, (B.2)
where η1 and η2 are the transformation parameters of the first N = 1 supersymmetry and the
second one respectively. The second supersymmetry transformation is derived by acting the
discrete R transformation on the first one, as explained in section 3. Also, the auxiliary fields
are defined in (A.12) and
D˜a=−1
2
gabDb +
1
2
√
2
gab
(Fbcdψdλc + F¯bcdψ¯dλ¯c) ,
F˜ a=−
√
2Ngab(eδ0b +mF¯0b)−
i
4
gab
(Fbcdλcλd − F¯bcdψ¯cψ¯d) . (B.3)
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We note that the sign of Im e has been flipped in F˜ as compared with F in (A.12).
These supersymmetry transformation laws (B.1) and (B.2) can be combined into the fol-
lowing forms:
δφa=
√
2
(
ψa−λa
)(η1
η2
)
,
δ
(
λa
ψa
)
=F aµνσ
µν
(
η1
η2
)
− i
√
2σµ
(
η¯2
−η¯1
)
Dµφa +
(
iDa −√2F˜ a√
2F a iD˜a
)(
η1
η2
)
,
δAaµ= i
(
λ¯a ψ¯a
)
σ¯µ
(
η1
η2
)
+ i
(
ψa−λa
)
σµ
(
η¯2
−η¯1
)
(B.4)
where δΨ ≡ δη1Ψ + δη2Ψ. The last term of the transformation law of the fermion doublet can
be separated into the terms involving the fermion bilinears and the other terms. This last part
is
− i
2
gabDb
(
η1
η2
)
+ 2
√
Ngab
(
−iξ (eδ0b +mF¯0b)
−(e¯δ0b +mF¯0b) iξ
)(
η1
η2
)
. (B.5)
C N = 1 supercurrent and the low energy theorem
In this appendix, we briefly review the low energy theorem for the scattering amplitudes in the
case where N = 1 supersymmetry is spontaneously and completely broken [4]. We consider
the special case where supersymmetry is broken by the Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term [40]. The
supercurrent in the four component majorana notation reads
Sµ = −ifλγµλ+ 1
2
Fνργ
νγργµγ5λ+ . . . (C.1)
where λ is the NGF field and fλ is the decay constant. Fµν is a field strength of an abelian
gauge field.
Let us look at the following scattering processes: (1) processes of the type A → B + λ;
(2) radiative processes of the type A → B + γ + λ. We denote the corresponding amplitudes
by u¯(q)M1(q) and ǫ
∗
µ(k)u¯(q)M
µ
2 (k, q) respectively. A and B are respectively the initial and the
final multiparticle states consisting of massive particles alone.
(1) First, consider the matrix element of the form
〈B|Sµ|A〉. (C.2)
In the diagrammatic representation, the possible insertions of the supercurrent Sµ are divided
into three patterns as depicted in Fig. 5. In the limit qµ → 0, the contributions to the amplitude
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Figure 5: Insertions of Sµ which are denoted by a crossed circle. Fig. 5-1) Sµ is inserted in the end
point of the NGF propagator (one-point coupling). Fig. 5-2) Sµ is inserted in an initial or a final
external line (two-point coupling). Fig. 5-3) Sµ is connected to internal lines.
from Fig. 5-1 and from Fig. 5-2 can be singular and that from Fig. 5-3 is regular. In fact, the
contribution from Fig. 5-1, in terms of the amplitude M1 above, reads
〈0|Sµ|λ〉 × iq
µγµ
q2
×M1(q) , (C.3)
which is singular as qµ → 0. Fig. 5-2 can be singular in the limit as well for the case in which
masses of the two particles coupling to the current are degenerate. This is seen as follows:
suppose that we insert Sµ in an initial external line whose momentum and mass are pi and mi
respectively. The propagator that connects to this line via the current insertion is, for the case
of a scalar,
i
(pi + q)2 −m2j
=
i
m2i −m2j + 2pi · q +O(q2)
, (C.4)
where mj is the mass of the intermediate state that propagates. A similar expression holds for
a fermion. Thus, only when the masses are degenerate, mi = mj , (C.4) is singular as q
µ → 0.
Under the assumption that there is no such degeneracy, Fig. 5-2 does not contribute. The
conservation of the current ∂µ〈B|Sµ|A〉 = 0 leads to
lim
qµ→0
M1 = 0. (C.5)
The processes of this type with the NGF emission are suppressed.
(2) Next, consider the processes of the second type with both photon emission and NGF
emission. The diagrams with current insertion that give rise to singular contributions are
illustrated in Fig. 6. Contrary to the processes considered in (1), Fig. 6-2 gives a nonvanishing
contribution as both photon and the NGF are massless. The supercurrent (C.1) in fact contains
a γ-λ coupling, which is the second term in (C.1). Note that we can relate the radiative
15
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Figure 6: Fig. 6-1) Sµ is inserted in the end point of the NGF propagator (one-point coupling.)
Fig. 6-2) Sµ is inserted in the external photon line (two-point coupling.)
amplitude of this type with the amplitude M1 discussed in (1) by the current conservation. In
fact, ∂µ〈B, γ|Sµ|A〉, leads to
lim
q→0
ǫ∗µM
µ
2 (q, k) = −if−1λ ǫ∗µkνγµγνγ5M1(k). (C.6)
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